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The ancient art of storytelling in Africa is as colourful and 
diverse as the continent. From the deserts of the north to 
the tropical forests of the central regions and the savannas 
of the south, storytelling has been a living tradition that 
carries the weight of history, morality, and communal 
identity. Before the advent of the written word, these 
narratives were the libraries of African societies, where 
knowledge, tradition, and culture were preserved and 
transmitted from one generation to another through the 
power of the spoken word. African stories often come alive 
through the enthralling performances of griots and 
storytellers who masterfully utilise voice, gesture, and often 
music to breathe life into myths, legends, and folktales. 
These tales convey the intricacies of African philosophy, 
explaining the world and teaching the listeners through the 

AWDF advances the equitable positioning of African feminist identities and narratives within the 
largely globalised philanthropic and development ecosystems. We resource and convene 
initiatives that challenge exclusionary power constructs ensuring that the experiences, skills, 
technologies, know-how, ideas and innovations of African feminists and women’s rights actors get 
seen, heard and included. Our approach is unique in how it interrogates the politics of listening, 
paying attention to who listens when African feminists speak and what these listeners and user 
communities do with our voices and narratives.
We achieve these through mobilising non-conventional and conventional knowledge actors 
including sculptors, researchers, storytellers, designers, illustrators, cartoonists, �ne artists, 
musicians, poets, photo and videographers, gra�ti artists, dancers, drummers, archivists, feminist 
collectives and women’s rights organisations to access resources, co-create tools and penetrate 
new and already existing platforms to connect the world to African feminist identities and 
narratives.
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mfumo wa uaguzi, ambao pia unawapa wanadamu 
uwezekano wa kujua”(Fatunmbi,1994)
kuchunguzwa, ili kuonyesha uhusiano kati ya fasihi na dini, 
jinsi drama inaweza kuwa kwa ufanisi 
Mfumo wa imani ya Kiyoruba umeweka dhana ya nafasi na 
uwezo wa wanawake, muda mrefu kabla ya shauku ya 
Ufeministi kuenea katika ulimwengu wa Ulaya na kwingine-
ko. Katika shughuli zake, Shakespeare pia bila kukusudia 
alidokeza "nguvu" hii ya mwanamke kwa kutambua 
kwamba mchanganyiko wa mwanamke, uzazi na kanuni ya 
kike unaweza, na una ushawishi mkubwa juu ya hatima ya 
mtu binafsi. Katika kubainisha uwezo huu wa kike, vishazi 
vya maelezo kama vile "aje", "atunnida" "iyami osoronga", 
"iyami ajubaba" vinatumiwa na Wayoruba, ambao wanao-
gopa, kuheshimu na kuchukia nguvu hizi kwa wakati 
mmoja. Kwa kuunda wahusika wasiosahaulika ambao 
"hawajarekebishwa na desturi za mahali fulani, au kwa ajali 

Why are mud huts considered less advanced than brick houses?

Who has the power to declare them primitive?

Indigenous knowledge and technology 
is clever, resourceful, sustainable and valuable

This violent and hegemonic display of power centred Eurocentric ideologies as universal truths 
while erasing the rich legacies of African knowledge systems. 

African Feminists have and continue to challenge the ways in which entrenched systems of 
power and oppression have systematically delegitimised and invisibilised African indigenous 
knowledge systems

African knowledge systems
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African Feminists have and continue to challenge 
the ways in which entrenched systems of power 
and oppression have systematically delegitimised 
and invisibilised African indigenous knowledge 
systems and ways of knowing. Prevailing systems 
of knowledge remain shaped by white supremacy, 
patriarchy, capitalism and other systems of power 
and oppression that dictate whose knowledge is 
legitimised and whose knowledge and ways of 
knowing are marginalised and in many cases, 
systematically erased through epistemic violence. 
Throughout history, African feminists have 
remained at the forefront of confronting the ways 
in which African women, girls, and gender diverse 
individuals have been structurally excluded from 
knowledge creation processes. The systemic 
negation and devaluation of indigenous knowl-
edge systems coincides with the enslavement, 
colonisation and subsequent dehumanisation of 
African peoples. This violent and hegemonic 
display of power centred Eurocentric ideologies 
as universal truths while erasing the rich legacies 
of African knowledge systems.

Knowledge & Power:

“African feminism demands the recognition and 
validation of our indigenous knowledge 
systems. Our ancestors were not passive recipi-
ents of knowledge; they were creators, innova-
tors, and thinkers. It's time we honour their 
contributions” –Tsitsi Dangarembga

This violent and hegemonic display of power centred Eurocentric ideologies as universal truths 
while erasing the rich legacies of African knowledge systems. 

African Feminists have and continue to challenge the ways in which entrenched systems of 
power and oppression have systematically delegitimised and invisibilised African indigenous 
knowledge systems

Knowledge and Power

primitive?
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This holistic perspective allows indigenous 
communities to address challenges and make 
decisions in a way that considers the broader 
context and the well-being of the entire 
ecosystem, including the natural environ-
ment, social, political and other dynamics. 

Timbuktu manuscripts
AWDF tana ci gaba da daidaita daidaitaccen matsayi na ainihi na mata na A�rka a cikin yanayin jin kai da ci gaban 
duniya. Muna ba da albarkatu da kuma shirya shirye-shiryen da ke �alubalantar gina ikon ke�ancewa don tabbatar da 
ganin gogewa, �warewa, fasahohi, sani, ra'ayoyi da sabbin abubuwa na �an matan A�rka da masu fafutukar kare 
ha��in mata ana gani, ji kuma a ha�a su. Hanyarmu ta musamman ce a cikin yadda ake yin tambayoyi game da siyasar 
sauraro, kula da wanda ke saurare lokacin da 'yan matan A�rka ke magana da abin da wa�annan masu sauraro da 
masu amfani da su ke yi da muryoyinmu da labarunmu.
Muna samun wannan ta hanyar tattara �an wasan kwaikwayo na ilimi wa�anda ba na al'ada ba da na al'ada da suka 
ha�a da sculptors, masu bincike, masu ba da labari, masu zanen kaya, masu zane-zane, masu zane-zane, masu 
zane-zane, mawa�a, mawa�a, masu daukar hoto da bidiyo, masu zanen rubutu, raye-raye, masu ganga, masu adana 
kayan tarihi, �ungiyoyin mata da yancin mata. �ungiyoyi don samun damar albarkatu, �ir�irar kayan aikin ha�in gwiwa 
da shiga sabbin dandamali da aka riga aka rigaya don ha�a duniya zuwa ga ainihin mata da labarai na A�rka.

African Religion
African religions are intricately woven into all aspects of life to guide communal, eco-conscious lifestyles. 
They offer just as nuanced models for society as western ones.

The practice of proverbs to orally pass on values, lessons, problem solving, politics, diplomacy 
etc. could be one.

“

“
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African indigenous knowledge systems remain deeply 
embedded in community practices, oral traditions, 
memory, rituals, song and dance, lived experiences, 
oral histories, ancestral wisdoms and the wealth of 
stories that get passed down from generation to 
generation. Indigenous knowledge stands as a distinct 
essence of a culture and society. It is woven intricately 
into the fabric of a community and/or society. This 
reservoir of wisdom is, therefore, not easily codifiable. 

Indigenous knowledge is a holistic and comprehensive 
system that deeply understands the interconnected-
ness between various aspects of life, including culture, 
environment, spirituality, and social dynamics. Unlike 
Western knowledge systems that often compartmen-
talise knowledge into separate disciplines, indigenous 
knowledge recognises the intricate relationships 
between different elements of existence. This holistic 
perspective allows indigenous communities to 
address challenges and make decisions in a way that 
considers the broader context and the well-being of 
the entire ecosystem, including the natural environ-
ment, social, political and other dynamics. 

"Knowledge is not 
a monolith; it is 

diverse, dynamic, 
and contextual. 

African feminism 
calls for the decol-

onisation of 
knowledge and the 

recognition of the 
rich tapestry of 

indigenous knowl-
edge systems that 

have sustained 
African societies 

for generations." - 
Yaba Badoe

This violent and hegemonic display of power centred Eurocentric ideologies as universal truths 
while erasing the rich legacies of African knowledge systems. 

African Feminists have and continue to challenge the ways in which entrenched systems of 
power and oppression have systematically delegitimised and invisibilised African indigenous 
knowledge systems

Decolonization of Knowledge:

Timbuktu manuscripts

African Indigenous 
Knowledge:

Eye of Asantewaa

AWDF tana ci gaba da daidaita daidaitaccen matsayi na ainihi na mata na A�rka a cikin yanayin jin kai da ci gaban 
duniya. Muna ba da albarkatu da kuma shirya shirye-shiryen da ke �alubalantar gina ikon ke�ancewa don tabbatar da 
ganin gogewa, �warewa, fasahohi, sani, ra'ayoyi da sabbin abubuwa na �an matan A�rka da masu fafutukar kare 
ha��in mata ana gani, ji kuma a ha�a su. Hanyarmu ta musamman ce a cikin yadda ake yin tambayoyi game da siyasar 
sauraro, kula da wanda ke saurare lokacin da 'yan matan A�rka ke magana da abin da wa�annan masu sauraro da 
masu amfani da su ke yi da muryoyinmu da labarunmu.
Muna samun wannan ta hanyar tattara �an wasan kwaikwayo na ilimi wa�anda ba na al'ada ba da na al'ada da suka 
ha�a da sculptors, masu bincike, masu ba da labari, masu zanen kaya, masu zane-zane, masu zane-zane, masu 
zane-zane, mawa�a, mawa�a, masu daukar hoto da bidiyo, masu zanen rubutu, raye-raye, masu ganga, masu adana 
kayan tarihi, �ungiyoyin mata da yancin mata. �ungiyoyi don samun damar albarkatu, �ir�irar kayan aikin ha�in gwiwa 
da shiga sabbin dandamali da aka riga aka rigaya don ha�a duniya zuwa ga ainihin mata da labarai na A�rka.
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AWDF advances the equitable positioning of African feminist identities and narratives within the largely globalised 
philanthropic and development ecosystems. We resource and convene initiatives that challenge exclusionary power 
constructs ensuring that the experiences, skills, technologies, know-how, ideas and innovations of African feminists 
and women’s rights actors get seen, heard and included. Our approach is unique in how it interrogates the politics of 
listening, paying attention to who listens when African feminists speak and what these listeners and user communities 
do with our voices and narratives.We achieve these through mobilising non-conventional and conventional knowl-
edge actors including sculptors, researchers, storytellers, designers, illustrators, cartoonists, �ne artists, musicians, 
poets, photo and videographers, gra�ti artists, dancers, drummers, archivists, feminist collectives and women’s rights 
organisations to access resources, co-create tools and penetrate new and already existing platforms to connect the 
world to African feminist identities and narratives.

AWDF advances the equitable positioning of African feminist identities and narratives within the largely globalised 
philanthropic and development ecosystems. We resource and convene initiatives that challenge exclusionary power 
constructs ensuring that the experiences, skills, technologies, know-how, ideas and innovations of African feminists 
and women’s rights actors get seen, heard and included. Our approach is unique in how it interrogates the politics of 
listening, paying attention to who listens when African feminists speak and what these listeners and user communities 
do with our voices and narratives.
We achieve these through mobilising non-conventional and conventional knowledge actors including sculptors, 
researchers, storytellers, designers, illustrators, cartoonists, �ne artists, musicians, poets, photo and videographers, 
gra�ti artists, dancers, drummers, archivists, feminist collectives and women’s rights organisations to access resources, 
co-create tools and penetrate new and already existing platforms to connect the world to African feminist identities 
and narratives.

cultural erasure.
Urgent action is imperative to safeguard African indigenous knowledge systems and to advance its methodologies ethically and with integrity. The active involvement of local communities as custodians 
of wisdom is paramount, serving as a reservoir of authentic knowledge and a movement of resilience against cultural erasure.

The commodification of indigenous wisdom

We are the custodians of wisdom

a reservoir of authentic knowledge
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“Colonialism not only stole our land and 
resources but also sought to erase our ways of 

knowing. African feminism insists on 
reclaiming and revitalising our indigenous 

knowledge as a form of resistance." 
- Minna Salami

African societies have endured a long history of 
relentless forms of oppression, including the brutalities 
of the slave trade, colonialism and the persistance of 
neocolonialism. At the centre of western hegemony 
lies the deliberate negation and devaluation of African 
indigenous knowledge systems.
In addition, western schools of thought have and 
continue to exploit indigenous wisdom, severing it 
from its origins and distorting its essence. What was 
once sacred knowledge becomes commodified and 
stripped of its authenticity. This appropriation not only 
deprives individuals of their rightful custodianship but 
also erases the identities of indigenous peoples, 
rendering them invisible in the records of history. 
The commodification of indigenous wisdom 
perpetuates oppression. Urgent action is imperative to 
safeguard African indigenous knowledge systems and 
to advance its methodologies ethically and with 
integrity. The active involvement of local communities 
as custodians of wisdom is paramount, serving as a 
reservoir of authentic knowledge and a movement of 
resilience against cultural erasure.

The Fierce Protection and 
Preservation of African 
Indigenous Knowledge:

Don’t touch my hair!

�e 1444 mee kluvisitsatsa gbãt� si ŋu woŋl� nu tsoe la dz�. 
Europat�wo te Afrikat�wo léle sesẽe hen� wo dzram le 
Afrika ƒe �eto�oƒeƒuta.
Kluviawo doa woƒe �a si wow� wònya kp� la yi Europa. Le 
g�medzedzea me la, �eto�oƒet�wo ƒe �aw�w� dz�a dzi na 
wo, gake eteƒe medidi o wodze amegbet� siwo wow� 
kluviwoe la lũlũ g�me le woƒe l�l�nu man�mee. Le ƒe 
a�ewo me... Ha� Afrikat� siwo wolé la na�o kluviwo ƒe 
meliwo g� hã la, kluvisitsalawo lũ ta na ameawo le 
agbagbadzedze ŋutasesẽt�e be yewoax� woƒe 
amegbet�nyenye kple dek�nuwo le wo si me. Wodi be 
yewoax� ny�nuawo ƒe agbe ka le wo denyigba dzi. Wobu 
esia be enye nuvlow�w� si womate ŋu agbl o na to ge�e. 
Eye... Eteƒe madidi o Afrikat�wo ƒe �aw�w�wo nu ayi esime 
amegbet� siwo wow� kluviwoe ŋutasesẽt�e la va n� bum 
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By centering these forms of expression, the arts 
shift paradigms of knowledge creation, acknowl-
edging them as deeply political and legitimate 
ways of knowing and creating. African feminists 
have and continue to harness the transformative 
potential of the arts to disrupt dominant narratives 
and amplify the diverse experiences and perspec-
tives of African women, girls and genderqueer 
communities.

By centering these forms of expression, the arts 
shift paradigms of knowledge creation, acknowl-
edging them as deeply political and legitimate 
ways of knowing and creating. African feminists 
have and continue to harness the transformative 
potential of the arts to disrupt dominant narratives 
and amplify the diverse experiences and perspec-
tives of African women, girls and genderqueer 
communities.

Role of the Arts & Creative Expression

visual art, music, theatre, and other
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The arts serve as a powerful and transformative 
vehicle for challenging the erasure and silencing 
of African feminist narratives and highlighting 
African indigenous ways of knowing, creating, 
and being. Through storytelling, oral histories, 
creative and performance art and lived experi-
ence, the arts become an avenue for reclaiming 
agency and voice. 
By centering these forms of expression, the arts 
shift paradigms of knowledge creation, acknowl-
edging them as deeply political and legitimate 
ways of knowing and creating. African feminists 
have and continue to harness the transformative 
potential of the arts to disrupt dominant narra-
tives and amplify the diverse experiences and 
perspectives of African women, girls and gender-
queer communities. Through visual art, music, 
theatre, and other creative mediums, African 
Feminism challenges patriarchal structures and 
colonial legacies, fostering a cultural renaissance 
that celebrates the richness and complexity of 
African identities and histories.

The Role of the Arts & 
Creative Expression:
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The arts provide a profound platform for reclaim-
ing our stories, our identities, and our voices as 
African feminists. Through literature, poetry, 
music, and visual arts, we breathe life into our 
experiences, challenging the dominant narratives 
that seek to silence us. Our creativity becomes a 
form of resistance, illuminating the richness of our 
indigenous ways of knowing and creating. In 
reclaiming our cultural heritage and amplifying 
our lived experiences, the arts become a transfor-
mative force, reshaping paradigms and centering 
the voices of those who have been marginalised 
for far too long. 

Breathing life into 
our experiences as 
African Feminists:

9

It was the year 1444 that the �rst documented slave trade 
happened. Europeans began kidnapping Africans and 
trading them on the west coast of Africa.
The slaves wore their elaborate hairstyles to Europe. At �rst 
look, Westerners admired the hairstyles, but they soon 
began to shave the enslaved human beings against their 
will. Within years... Even before captured Africans boarded 
the slave ships, the slave tra�ckers shaved the heads of the 
people in a brutal attempt to strip them of their humanity 
and culture. They sought to take away the women’s lifeline 
to their homeland. This was considered an unspeakable 
crime to many tribes. And... Soon African hairstyles would 
disappear as the brutally enslaved human beings became 
more hopelessly lost, both physically and psychologically, 
under a system of uni�ed oppression.



A shekara ta 1444 ne cinikin bayi 
da aka rubuta na farko ya faru. 
Turawa sun fara garkuwa da ‘yan 
A�rka suna fataucinsu a gabar 
tekun yammacin A�rka.
Bayin sun sanya kayan kwalliyar 
kwalliyarsu zuwa Turai. Da farko 
dai, Turawan Yamma sun yaba 
da salon gyaran gashi, amma ba 
da jimawa ba suka fara aske ’yan 
Adam da suke bauta ba tare da 
son ransu ba. A cikin shekaru... 
Tun ka�n 'yan A�rka da aka 
kama su shiga cikin jiragen 
ruwan bayi, masu fataucin bayi 
sun aske kawunan jama'a a wani 
mummunan yunkuri na kawar 
da mutuntaka da al'adunsu. Sun 
nemi kwashe rayuwar matan 
zuwa kasarsu ta haihuwa. An 
dauki wannan a matsayin lai�n 
da ba za a iya fa�i ba ga kabilu 
da yawa. Kuma... Nan ba da 
dadewa ba salon gyaran gashi 
na A�rka zai bace yayin da ’yan 
Adam da aka bautar da su suka 
zama marasa bege, a zahiri da na 
tunani, a �ar�ashin tsarin zalunci 
�aya.

The decolonisation of philanthropy confronts 
entrenched systems of power and oppression 
that have historically delegitimised African 
Indigenous knowledge. African Feminist 
Philanthropy continues to challenge the ways in 
which these entrenched systems of power and 
oppression have systematically invisibilised 
African indigenous knowledge systems and ways 
of knowing. The decolonisation of philanthropy 
requires the dismantling of these hierarchical 
power structures, the redistribution of resources 
and the recognition of the intrinsic value of 
African indigenous knowledge in building a more 
just and equitable world. Through centring the 
lived experiences and knowledge of African 
women and genderqueer communities, African 
Feminist Philanthropy strives to shift these 
knowledge paradigms and challenge dominant 
narratives for the purpose of advancing equity 
and gender justice. 

Decolonising Philanthropy 
& Shifting Narratives 
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centring the lived experiences and knowledge 

African Feminist Philanthropy
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AWDF works with African Feminist Movements and the narratives captured in this zine echo 
what we are hearing and learning from African Feminists and African Feminist Movements

African Feminist Narratives 
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The ancient art of storytelling in Africa is as colourful and 
diverse as the continent. From the deserts of the north to 
the tropical forests of the central regions and the savannas 
of the south, storytelling has been a living tradition that 
carries the weight of history, morality, and communal 
identity. Before the advent of the written word, these 
narratives were the libraries of African societies, where 
knowledge, tradition, and culture were preserved and 
transmitted from one generation to another through the 
power of the spoken word. African stories often come alive 
through the enthralling performances of griots and 
storytellers who masterfully utilise voice, gesture, and often 
music to breathe life into myths, legends, and folktales. 
These tales convey the intricacies of African philosophy, 
explaining the world and teaching the listeners through the 

AfricanPhilanthropy 

the recognition of the intrinsic value


